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Abstract 

Infiltration and inflow (I&I) are extraneous flow in a sanitary sewer system that originated from 

surface water and ground water. I&I can overload the sewer system, including wastewater 

treatment plants, and cause sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) or basement flooding. This flow can 

account for as much as ten times of dry weather flow (DWF) but the estimation of the volume 

and peak of I&I involves a great deal of uncertainty.  

Temporal and spatial variability of the I&I processes make it difficult to understand the 

phenomena. Depending on the time scale of different I&I processes, some watershed properties 

may only affect specific I&I source. For example, the configuration of sewer network and the 

geology of the watershed may affect fast and slow I&I processes differently.  

In this study, the physical process of three major I&I sources: roof downspout, sump pump, and 

leaky lateral, are investigated at the residential lot scale using physics-based models. Typical 

flow response of each I&I source is calculated and these flow responses, called Impulse 

Response Function (IRF), are evaluated. I&I estimation using the three IRFs, calibrated using a 

genetic algorithm (GA), at the sewershed scale is performed in a Chicago area. Results are 

compared with one of the most widely used I&I estimation methods, RTK method, also 

calibrated using a GA. IRF method shows more stable solutions as the model is based on 

physical processes. RTK method better predicts the monitoring data, however we suspect this is 

mainly because the RTK method is an empirical curve fitting method.  

Uncertainty related to rainfall induced infiltration (RII) is further investigated on six different 

factors: Antecedent moisture condition (AMC), pedotransfer functions (PTFs), soil hydraulic 

conductivities, initial conditions (IC), sewer pipe depths, and rainfall characteristics. The 

uncertainty analysis indicates that the model result is most sensitive to the soil hydraulic 

conductivity, which defines the maximum infiltration rate. Rainfall characteristics, including 

duration and hyetograph shape turn out to be the least influential factors affecting the infiltration 

response.  

Results from this study help understand the sewer I&I process in a complex urban system. In 

particular, using a small scale, detailed distributed model enables examination of the sensitivity 

of the I&I process to the different uncertainty factors. While the modeling results are site specific 

to Hickory Hills, IL, this study can provide insights to researchers and engineers about 

characteristic behaviors of different I&I sources and the uncertainty factors that affect sewer 

infiltration response including AMC. 


